PATAG Meeting
Agenda
1.00pm – 3.00pm, Wednesday 27th April 2016
The School House, Historic Village
17th Avenue, Tauranga
1.

Apologies

2.

Previous Meeting Minutes & Actions (Paper A)

3.

The Leading Edge Symposium

4.

Ageing Well National Science Challenge Proposal - discussion and recommendation to SG to fund
Tauranga Business case (Ageing Well Report & Proposal)

5.

Social Infrastructure & Place-making Action List

6.

SmartGrowth Actions KS verbal update

7.

General Business
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Population Aging Technical Advisory Group Meeting
Wednesday, 24th February 2016: 1 – 3pm
The School-House, The Historic Village, 17th Avenue.
Present
Apologies
Previous Meeting Minutes
& Actions

Social Infrastructure /
Placemaking Action List
Project (Karen)

Anne Pankhurst (Chair), Lorraine Wilson, Annie Hill, Liz Davies, Karen Summerhays, Liz Spellacy, Eloise Gibbons
Anna Thurnell, Tony Lawson, Sarah Davey, Mary Dillon,
 Previous Meeting Minutes were accepted.
 Eloise (temporary cover for SmartGrowth) was introduced
 SGIC meeting / workshop minutes were unavailable at the time of this meeting. Karen gave a quick overview
of the previous workshop.
Actions

Discussion Discussed the Think Tank Report from PATAG’s perspective. The aim is to highlight / itemise a list of actions from
the report to inform the SPR, by end of March. Feedback is required from all PATAG members. Maybe smaller
groups to meet and discuss, then bring feedback to the larger group?
Liz queried that, if the separate forums come up with their own ‘thing’, is that what goes to review? Karen has
discussed will Bill and Ken. Momentarily unsure of how to translate to action on the ground. Maybe do up a
prioritised list then get the Partners to polish it up a bit?
Anne suggested that the list be sent out to members to prioritise individually, then the data be collated to come
up with the collective priorities.
Liz said there was a need to collaborate and talk more across all agencies, about how things interrelate, to get a
better understanding of all drivers, and to get a better understanding of a social infrastructure that will work for
the community. Bring the providers together and find out what each is doing, then set a plan. Maximise
opportunity.
Lorraine pointed out sections for attention in the document e.g. Page 25: Transport needs – numerous areas that
aren’t user friendly because of cobblestones etc., the possibility of having areas in Community Centres to charge
batteries on mobility scooters. She used Christchurch as an example of “people helping people”. Locally there’s
too much bureaucracy.
Anne agreed.
Lorraine and Karen both commented on a TV programme that had aired the previous evening (TV1, 9:30pm) and
got into a group discussion on ‘public art’ and ‘art snobbery,’ referring to the removed bike parts from the Strand
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as an example of art snobbery: enjoyed by the public but removed by the bureaucrats because they - didn’t fit.
Karen asked if there were any of those “out there” artists in the Western Bay. The response from Annie was ‘yes,
e.g. Dippie’. Karen suggested this type of thing be put under the ‘placemaking’ heading.
Lorraine: If older people are marginalised and segregated from the community, they lose their sense of self-worth
(also Pg. 26, 2nd paragraph). Anne will send out the list for Lorraine to add to.
Pg. 27 – make The Strand a pedestrian friendly place.
Pg. 29 – Key actions and Placemaking framework.
Liz D: Celebrate the migrants.
Loraine retold the story about the JP’s (Justices of the Peace) who refuse to sign papers if they are for migrants.
Discussion segued to the Citizens Advice Bureau and what a good job they do. Liz stated that this was about
population aging, which includes migrants. Karen agreed that maybe one of the actions may be to support the
CAB. Lorraine discussed other cultures’ celebrations e.g. Chinese New Year and queried why they were only
accepted if / when they were giving something.
Pg. 30 – Greenspaces.


Finalised Paper on
Retirement Villages and
Statutory Memorial
(Anne)
Ageing Well National
Science Challenge (Annie)

Action



Discussion



Action




Liz D brought up the new H & S Act.
Get together itemised list of actions by end of March
Re: Retirement Villages and ‘change of use’. Annie explained that a ‘change of use’ can be done when it’s a
retirement village type structure. Anne wanted to know what the implications were if there was a change
from retirement village to student housing. Potentially looking at doing another project with this.

Annie discussed the report / conversation re: enabling older people to become / remain more independent.
Over 65’s home owners were living in diminished circumstances. Older renters are more vulnerable to stress.
What is the comparison between the older and younger renters?
 Cost of all home-based care is higher for renters.
 Tenure is an obstacle for people needing care at home.
 No housing demand study to be done here in Tauranga
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 Do PATAG want to be a part of this research?
Karen came up with some processes that could be used in ‘aged’ homes.
Lorraine talked about Affordable Homes for young, not old, people.
Liz D talked about long term rental housing. What can be done? What models can be found overseas for
government owned long term rentals? “Wrong-sized” rentals. What does Tauranga need specifically? What are
ways to generate long term tenure?
Discussion around housing stock – being updated – changing demographics.
Liz S discussed Body Corporate law. Supportive of changes, anything to lower or get rid of fees.
Karen discussed the budget from SmartGrowth if there is research that needs to be done in this area. What needs
to be known?
Annie: Development of smaller more secure premises?
Karen: Micro housing – 4 x self-contained units with shared space? Would like to explore alternatives.
Liz S: Housing stock – large buildings on small land.
Pg. 32 – Dementia Care.
People suffering from dementia need secure housing. Migrants, people with dementia need ‘signage’ citywide. In
the suburbs there are no signs. Who knows where they are? No cohesive signage.
Karen: Photo of dementia friendly space.
Cultural history is solely Maori – still need to look at cultural groups that have come into the area. (Anne to follow
up).
Liz D: Cultural history very important. Liz S stressed that there are “other” cultures as well.
Karen: Intercultural dialogue achieved good things with a garden (A New Zealand garden).
Put a formal request through to secure funding?
PATAG request the allocation, if required, for “Ageing Well”.

Update re: City Living
Zones (Anne / Annie)

(Annie: Ageing Well National Science Challenge (attachment 1) and Notes from a City Centre Action Group
meeting (attachment 2), attached)
Action
 Anne to follow up on cultural groups that have come into the area.
Discussion Anne P: Carole trying to get support from council / agencies. Wanted James to supply an update. Anne to ring
him.
Action
Anne to contact James re: SUPA Symposium and Report of the leading Edge the longevity Economy.
Karen to find out SmartGrowths position on SUPA NZ Conference.
Annie H: Overview – engage someone to go over the rules.
Relationship with this, CRESA work, government spends on roading instead of cities (CBD’s) etc.
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Anne P: Big shift in thinking (starting).
Karen: One of the words upsetting people is hierarchy of centres.
Retailers move to the ground floor while the next storey becomes residential.
General
Meeting Closed at 2:38pm

Action
Discussion Karen discussed the Richard Conlin visit on 8th and 9th March 2016.
Action

Next Meeting at The School House 27th April 2016.
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Attachment 1

AGEING WELL NATIONAL SCIENCE CHALLENGE
Enabling older people’s independence, active lives and participation in the face
of structural changes in New Zealand tenure

Overview:



High rate of owner occupation is falling rapidly (the 2013 census saw a drop in home
ownership for those 65+) and is accompanied by a rising dependence on the rental
market.



This combination of tenure shock and structural ageing is not addressed in NZ research,
policy, or services. Current NZ research around housing and older people focuses on
older owner occupiers.



Overseas research shows older renters (public or private) are more vulnerable to
housing stress (unaffordable housing-related costs and tenure insecurity), dwellings in
poor condition, and social isolation.



There is also evidence that tenure security in NZ’s private rental market is low.



All these conditions are likely to affect older renters, although it is not clear whether the
experiences of older renters differ from other renters.



Research in Australia has identified tenure as a key determinant of older people’s ability
to optimise their independence and maintain their engagement and contribution to
their communities and their families.



Tenure is an independent variable in relation to admission to residential care, with
probabilities increasing among those living in rental accommodation.



The cost of all types of home-based care is higher among those individuals living in
rental accommodation although, as a population, renters may be poorly covered by
home care services.

Research Programme:
The research programme will take four years and will look at issues such as:


How tenure impacts on the ability for people to access services to help them age in their
homes, eg access to home care, home modifications, in-home treatments.



How is rental tenure an obstacle to older people getting assistance so they are able to
stay at home?
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What are the public expenditure implications?



What is the interface between housing and accessing support?



Statistics and demographic analysis (Natalie Jackson will lead this and could feed in some
of the work she has done for SmartGrowth to this).



Qualitative information – what are the issues and experiences of renters?

Tauranga Perspective:
From the Tauranga perspective, opportunities to include issues such as:


Housing affordability re SmartGrowth Housing Affordability Forum.



Housing choice and availability – are people paying more due to a shortage of specific
housing stock (ie 1-2 bedroom homes)?



How do people get into the rental situation later in life – have they always rented, have
experiences/situation seen them change from home ownership, are they in short term
accommodation?



What are the implications of intergenerational housing?



What is the interplay between private and public rental housing?



Is there potential to include information on ‘smart cities’, ie monitoring via mobile
phones, smart technologies, ability to show social benefits.

Cost/ Opportunity for Involvement:


Contribution to include Tauranga in the study could be a contribution to the research
(in-kind and/or funding ($20k) and access to data.



There is an opportunity for PATAG/SmartGrowth to have representation on the National
Reference Group looking at issues for older people that has been convened specifically
for this project. It comprises government agencies and organisations such as Age
Concern. The group meets one or two times a year in Wellington or Auckland.
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Attachment 2

Notes from a City Centre Action Group meeting
(18 February 2016)

REVIEW OF CITY LIVING ZONE [Michael Tucker, Tauranga City Council]:



Tauranga City Council is undertaking a review of the ‘City Living Zone’ as part of the SmartGrowth
settlement pattern review (action 3B). It will look at the impact of growth and change over the last
few years in greenfield, brownfield and urban areas as well as the city centre. It is also part of the
‘compact city’ workstream which is looking at change within the existing urban footprint.



Urban strategy and city development expert, Martin Udale, has reviewed the planning rules across
the whole urban area to see whether the objectives for growth are being met. His findings are that
intensification under the current rules is difficult. It requires (1) enabling planning provisions; and
(2) a consenting programme that rewards good developments. There is a variance between
objectives and enablement.



Martin has suggested the rules be amended to encourage density, that performance design
guidelines are developed instead of rules, and that density bonuses for developers are considered.
He also suggested hot spots for intensification be identified and plan changes made to enable higher
density to take place in these areas.



He noted that council needs to:
(1) ensure that there is spare infrastructure in place to
accommodate increased densities; (2) invest in urban amenity; and (3) rebalance housing stock
across the urban area to take into account changing demographics and the housing demand of the
influx of Aucklanders.



Michael noted that all of Martin’s recommendations would be considered by elected members in light
of council’s position.



Anne noted that PATAG was working with CRESA (Centre for Research Evaluation and Social
Assessment) on a project that is looking at the impact of renting on older tenants.



SmartGrowth will not be undertaking a housing demand study, however will be applying some of the
lessons learned from the study undertaken in Auckland to the Tauranga situation. What are the
community’s aspirations?



Alasdair noted that council invests in ‘amenities’ such as transport infrastructure so people can
travel long distances into the city centre, yet it doesn’t invest in amenity/facilities in the city centre
to make it a more attractive place for people to live. This would be much more sustainable and
better for the city, and would incentivise increased density.



Council’s position on increased density is that it is providing a better range of housing choice for
people, including for the older population. There are more choices than either the family home or a
retirement village.



Martin Udale has advised that a wholesale review of plan rules be undertaken, rather than just
tweaking them. He has also recommended the development of performance guidelines, providing
bottom lines on what council would like to achieve but the flexibility to deliver a good product.
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OUTSTANDING ACTION POINTS
Population Aging Technical Advisory Group
Item

Meeting

Action

1
2

December
December

3
4
5

December
December
December

 Demographics paper to be discussed at this meeting
 CRESA – invite to meeting in the New Year to see where we can go with
this research.
 Discussion on Longevity Economy Symposium this meeting.
 BOPDHB / SmartGrowth discussion – later in this meeting.
 Universal Design – later in this meeting

6

December

 HOP Strategy – GD to follow-up.
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Karen’s
Committee name
Committee meeting date
Author (s)
Purpose

All Forums - IMG
Karen Summerhays
To provide the opportunity for SG fora and other communities
of interest to examine the Social Infrastructure and
Placemaking Think Tank Report (Dec 15) and recommend a
prioritised list of actions that are to be considered in the
settlement pattern review.

Social Sector Inventory Project (SSIP)
Background
In October 2015 SmartGrowth held a Social infrastructure and Placemaking Think Tank (SIPTT) which
was well attended. The information collected on that day was presented in the SIPTT Report to the
SmartGrowth Implementation Committee December 2015.
The report can be accessed here, hard copies available on request
9A4 connection with research project and using the SI framework.

Proposal
Each forum takes time to consider what are the most important actions from the Social Infrastructure
and Placemaking Think Tank Report (Dec 15) (SPITT Report) and recommend a pri oritised list of
actions according from your point of view that are to be considered in the settlement pattern review.
SG provide support (room hire, morning tea, facilitation, note taking)

Discussion
How each forum is going to respond by the end of March e.g. Form a subgroup, discussion group
First step to all go home with a highlighter and read the report. Highlight anything that you think is
important, go through those with your Forum hat on, come together and collate those. This is the basis for
your list.
Costs for these groups will be met by SG
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Recommendations

Author: Karen Summerhays
Title:
Well-Beings Implementation Officer
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